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ABOUT FACE

WHAT IS A DAILY DAY LIKE FOR YOU? I always try to get some sort of 

workout in before I get my day going.  I really like structure in my life, and my 

career does not provide that as I am always meeting with different clients, 

designing various parties and working in different spaces. So, a morning 

workout helps to get me going.  After that, each day is totally different, but 

they always involve meetings with clients usually at the venue where their 

event will be held, often times, some sort of shopping for random décor 

items for a party and a lot of time in the car.  Thank god for Bluetooth, I get 

so much done while driving and being able to connect with all the people 

that I need to chat with.  

WHAT PROJECTS ARE YOU CURRENTLY WORKING ON? Currently 

working on The Gala for the Knot, a number of holiday parties, an event for 

the Big 10 Football game and the launch of a new television network and 

some large parties that will take place in 2014 what we are already deep into. 

Lots of planning when the guest count is 3000+.

WHO IS YOUR FASHION ICON? I would have to say Ralph Lauren. I grew 

up in Texas. I love classic, preppy clothes. I also like J. Crew and Prada 

shoes. They tend to be a little more stylish and they are always comfortable

CELEBRITY CRUSH? This is a hard one. I am really thinking…  Kerry Washington. 

I love Scandal. She’s stunning. Her character is a badass with great style, and the 

way she almost sings her dialogue on the show is just SMART!

IF YOUR LIFE WERE A FILM, WHAT WOULD IT BE CALLED?  

You Can Never Have Enough Cardboard — As a child, I collected big 

cardboard boxes that ovens and refrigerators came in and would create new 

things out of them and direct plays in our basement with the neighbors’ 

kids. I would make Cinderella’s coach or the trash chute that Mike TV 

fell down in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory… to name a few. I loved 
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cardboard; it was a creative outlet for me as a kid, which is still a very big 

part of my life now. My job allows me to be creative and transform objects 

into something totally new and different.

HOW DO YOU GET INTO THE SPIRIT? My clients help me when they are 

excited about the process.  I also love to walk through the flower mart and 

get inspired or a discount store and see what is very inexpensive that I can 

make into something totally new.  

WHAT ARE THE TOP HOLIDAY TRENDS FOR THIS YEAR? Emerald green 

was the color of the year, so I think there will be a lot of that mixed with other 

jewel tones, but neutrals will also be all over and lots of texture.  

WHAT ARE YOUR TOP THREE TIPS FOR HOSTING A HOLIDAY DINNER 

PARTY?

1) Ask for help. As host, it is okay to ask for help with food, drinks, whatever. If 

you provide the location, ask your guests to help in a way that allows you to not 

be a slave to the kitchen and also enjoy YOUR party!

2) Get organized in advanced so that everything is done and ready for the 

party and you are not stressed. Pre-planning is key.

3) Create a room temperature menu that does not have to be reheated. This 

way you can plate everything, have the replenishments in the back and once 

something is gone, it is easy to replace.  

IF YOU COULD INVITE 5 PEOPLE, DEAD OR ALIVE, TO YOUR DINNER 

PARTY, WHO WOULD IT BE? Lady Gaga, Jesus, Jackie Robinson, Cleopatra 

and my grandmother.

WORDS TO LIVE BY? “When one door closes another one opens,” and 

“Everything happens for a reason.”  You may not know the reason at the 

time, but one day you will!




